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This tool-kit has been developed as a result of Creative Community Producer, Kay Blayney’s
work with Headway Cambridgeshire on their National Lottery Heritage Fund funded project
called ‘Impact! Brain Injuries and WWI’. The project was owned and run by Headway
Cambridgeshire’s Heritage Research Group, all of whom had acquired brain injuries. The
group commissioned researchers and undertook their own research into brain injuries and
WWI and then commissioned a variety of arts practitioners to interpret the research including
students from Anglia Ruskin University, a film maker and a radio producer. In addition, I was
commissioned to work with two secondary schools along with the Heritage Research Group
to develop a performance inspired by the research. This tool-kit has come out of this piece
of work and other work that I have done using heritage research to inspire communities to
tell stories.
The purpose of this tool-kit is to support community groups who are interested in developing
research based arts projects that are turned into dramatic performances or other creative
interpretations of historic research. The aim of this document is to guide community groups
through the necessary steps that will enable them to produce a final production or event.

Step 1
The research stage where the community group identify a topic or concept that they would
like to work with, for example in the Impact! project’s case this was focused on First World
War and Brain Injuries. Once the topic or concept has been decided, the community group
can choose to commission a researcher or form a research team themselves.
Step 2
Begins at the point the research is underway. At this stage, the group will commission a drama
specialist or arts facilitator who will advise them on how to incorporate their research into a
production that could be in the form of a performance piece, documentary drama or art
installation. Collaboration with other stakeholders is key at this stage, often involving school
engagement and student participation, alongside working with other artists (if required).
Step 3
This stage focuses on taking into consideration the partner organisations timeframes,
enabling stakeholders to work/rehearse on their part of the project, sharing and developing
their specific skills, which in the Impact! project case the Creative Community Producer’s skills
were ‘the *devising theatre process’. This stage also involves the project coordinator and/or
the Creative Community Producer who monitors the progress, ensuring the project will be
delivered /performed and deadlines are met.
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Definition of *devised theatre (Oddey, A. 1994)
“Devised theatre can start from anything. It is determined and defined

by a group of people who set up an initial framework or structure to
explore and experiment with ideas, images, concepts, themes, or
specific stimuli that might include music, text, objects, paintings, or
movement. A devised theatrical performance originates with the group
while making performance, rather than starting from a play text that
someone else has written to be interpreted. A devised theatre product
is work that has emerged from and been generated by a group of
people working in collaboration”.

Guidelines of the project description and creative process:
The starting point for the Headway Cambridgeshire’s project ‘Impact! Brain
Injuries and WW1’ project was the treatment of brain injuries sustained in World
War One compared with the treatment for the same injuries today.

Pre-bid stage:


Ensure the research question is understood by all partners – in our case
it was ‘How has the treatment of brain injuries changed as a result of
WW1’s injuries, surgical advancements and hospitals’.



Being involved in the development of the funding application means that
the costs and outputs was realistic.



By having regular meetings and developing the project with all partners
meant that everyone was aware of the different outputs and
responsibilities from the beginning of the project.

Engaging with the research:


There are several ways of commissioning the students to be engaged in
the project – in this case we used both assembly style visits for the whole
year group as well as more in-depth conversations with a single class.
These commissioning meetings were carried out by the group that was
commissioning the production – the Heritage Research Group.
Commissioning the students to develop the devised theatre



The original research that had been discovered was presented to the
staff and students directly involved in participating in the project - in our
case this was creative arts teachers and students.
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Top Tip: An added asset which supported initial staff and student
engagement was that a professional theatre space had been secured for the
final performance during this research stage.

Top Tips for working with schools to interpret original research:
This project included secondary schools as part of the bid process – in our case
key staff were identified and agreement letters were sent to schools to commit
to be a part of this Heritage project.


Follow-up one-to-one visits to remind the identified staff members of the
project’s initial remit.



Ensure a clear vision of the project is shared and accountability measures
are in place – in our case the Creative Community Producer organised
initial school visits that were attended by the Project Coordinator and a
member of the Heritage Research Group.



Encourage and allow the teachers to lead the creative process in a way
that aligns with their workload.



Regular and consistent email correspondence to ensure staff feel
supported in their role as lead practitioner within the creative process.



Scheduled school visits to offer further creative input or troubleshoot
any issues during the rehearsal process – in our case the Creative
Community Producer supported staff in their approach in ensuring the
original research ideas were being included in the performance pieces.



Monitor student progress for stakeholder reporting purposes.



Promote the use of the devising technique and encourage this technique
to be practised as part of the creative process – in our case an example
of this derived from the Heritage Research Group’s creative writing
sessions. From these sessions a series of monologues were written from
the commissioned research, which were recorded by the Creative
Community Producer and incorporated into the student’s rehearsals and
final performance.



Be open to additional new ideas that develop as part of the devising
process, which in our case was the added discipline of ‘dance’. This
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derived from the dance teacher requesting to incorporate a dance piece
that was based on World War One.


Liaise between the schools involved and professional theatre staff and
technicians, alongside ensuring all stakeholders are aware of the
rehearsal and performance details and protocols.



Support staff with prop and costume requirements.

Top Tip: Make sure the school/community group allocate time to commit to
the project.

Top Tip: An additional asset for teachers taking the lead on projects like this one, is that
it allows them to work these into their existing timetables and other school
commitments.

Photographic examples of school engagement and the devising
process:

Students
practising the
wedding scene,
incorporating the
drama technique
of a flashback
that depicts a
WW1 soldier in
his life before the
war.

Students
rehearsing a
flashback
bar scene,
showing
what life
was like
before the
character’s
brain injury.

Oakes College Year 12 students devising scenes for their film that formed part of the
final performance.
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This student is
standing up in
his role as
doctor in charge
to show that he
has a higher
status than his
peers.

Students
discussing
their WW1
character’s
thoughts,
positioning
and status.

A group of Year 9 boys from Coleridge Community College rehearsing a scene that is
extracted from one of the Headway Cambridgeshire client’s monologue.

Top Tip: It is helpful to record evidence throughout the project e.g. take
photographs for rehearsal and evaluation purposes.
Top Tip: Ensure that you have permission from teachers before uploading any
student photographs.
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This live performance formed
part of the annual Arts
Festival. The audience
consisted of parents, families,
students, staff and the drama
specialist who attended this
as part of the monitoring
process.
Post-performance, the drama
specialist had the opportunity
to meet with the dancers.
The feedback from the
dancers was such that they
were very pleased with their
performance and “very
excited to be performing at
the Mumford Theatre”.

The Year 8 Dance performance that took place during the Coleridge Community
College annual Arts Festival 2019.
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This ensemble scene was devised during the technical /dress rehearsal and includes
the Year 9 drama students rehearsing with WW1 props which were introduced into
the performance on the dress rehearsal day. This scene also includes two singers
(Year 9 and 10) who were accompanied by the music teacher. Although this musical
input had been discussed during the school rehearsals it was not confirmed or
rehearsed until one hour before curtain-up. The devised approach allowed the
students to be brought together at the last minute which supported the overall
dramatic effect.

The Finale of the performance night at the Mumford Theatre, ARU, Cambridge.

Links and websites for additional outcomes of the project:
For more information about the Impact! Brain Injuries and WWI project please see:
https://www.headway-cambs.org.uk/what-we-do/impact
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